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By mgdawson , October 2, in Watering Hole. Looking for input Both bikes have sat a couple
years but appear to be in decent shape for their age. I've owned 5 yamaha's but have never
ridden a Kawasaki. Opinions would be appreciated I have been riding since and have had about
every make of bike out there I would never just go out buy a bike and start to ride without a
thorough checkup All makes of bikes have their strong points and some weak points , but never
trust when someone says that it is in perfect condition Even if you are not a mechanic , there
many simple ways of checking the little things that can go wrong when you go out onto the road
These two bikes are in different categories of riding. The fj has always been a sport-touring bike
while the zx11 was more sport bike. It is true the later versions of the zx11 have become viewed
as sport-tourers, they still offer more sport when compared to the fj. More cramped riding
position, harsher ride, physically smaller and lighter. The fj is supposed to be smoother with its
power delivery. Fix them both and sell whichever doesn't make you smile when you walk into
the garage. Personally, I've always loved the looks of the FJ. You need to be a member in order
to leave a comment. Sign up for a new account in our community. It's easy! Already have an
account? Sign in here. Search In. Existing user? Recommended Posts. Posted October 2, Link
to post Share on other sites. Posted October 3, GaryZ 95 Posted November 10, Posted
November 10, RedRider Posted November 13, Posted November 13, Create an account or sign
in to comment You need to be a member in order to leave a comment Create an account Sign up
for a new account in our community. Register a new account. Sign in Already have an account?
Sign In Now. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Sign In Sign Up. Kawasaki threw down the gauntlet
to the motorcycle world in with the cc DOHC Z1, which was the fastest street bike you could buy
for four years. More significantly, Kawasaki produced a package that was civilized at low
speeds and possessed the qualities of a high speed sport tourer, not just a manic repli-racer.
The ZX was the equivalent of the first pressurized aircraft. You could go further, faster without
living on the ragged edge. At lbs dry, the Kawasaki ZX was no lightweight, but it was both
predictable and stable. That said, the first tests of the ZX were astounding, as it broke every
record in dry lake runs. It ran the quarter mile in Part of the huge performance came from the
first ram-air system fitted to a motorcycle. An intake below the headlight forced air into the four
40 mm Keihin carburetor throats, through a sealed system. At 8, rpm, the ZX generated 20 bhp
more than the ZX, and as the speed rose, that margin increased. Obviously such speeds
required the whole bike be rethought. The ZX was lower than the ZX and the rider sat lower
behind the ultra-smooth fairing, which had 10 percent less drag than the ZX The ZX engine was
tilted forward two degrees to allow room for the airbox, which also enabled the fuel tank to be
enlarged to 5. The chassis was completely redesigned from the ZX with upgraded wheels, tires
and brakes. At 1, cc, the counterbalanced DOHC four-cylinder engine was 55 cc bigger than the
ZX, but it was lighter, with a bigger crankshaft, bore, valves, redesigned intake and exhaust and
a redline of 10, rpm - higher than the ZX The clutch was beefed up, and the six-speed gearbox
got hardened gears. The ZX returned about 45 mpg under normal use, though that would
plummet as the speed increased. There were two series of ZX throughout its impressive year
production run. The ZX led the high-speed field for six years. Ownership remains a relatively
exclusive club, though prices are reasonable given the savage performance that comes with a
Kawasaki ZX For all Hagerty Insurance clients: The values shown do not imply coverage in this
amount. In the event of a claim, the guaranteed value s on your policy declarations page is the
amount your vehicle s is covered for, even if the value displayed here is different. If you would
like to discuss your Hagerty Insurance policy, please call us at Sport 4-cyl. Get a Quote. Login
or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Forum
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street bike on your local track, here is your place to chat about it. ZZR At the track. Approved
Dealerships Please list the dealership s in your area that you would recommend to other
members. A listed Kawasaki dealer should offer great customer service and a knowledgable
technical staff. Tell Kawasaki A new forum for us to tell Kawasaki what we think! Last Post: Why
is there no Scale models. Why is there no Scale models. Buy, Sell, Trade Participants can wheel
and deal in this forum. Please post all classified-type ads in this forum only. Exercise all due
diligence in confirming the legitimacy of a buyer or seller. Probably going to sell my ZZR Post
your info in this format: Name City Email Phone. Last Post: New Hampshire, U. ZZR Directory.
New Hampshire, U. ZZR Girls A place for the girls to hang out.. Last Post: Van Buren Sisters
Van Buren Sisters Memorial Section " Gone but not forgotten " This forum is dedicated to our
fallen members. Last Post: Shotgun! Last Post: e7 coolant system. European ZZR meeting
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year was the legendary belly dancing and leather chaps rally at TWO? Were you there?
Channel: General Discussion. Took the Zed to our local track recently and had a great day out.
Although the Zed is not designed around the track it was more than capable of keeping You do
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little embarassing. NBK says it's dead around here. Hard to disagree. So here is my feeble
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deposit. Life is pretty good at the top of the heap. When you make more power than any other
production sportbike on the planet, as the ZXR does, the character of the power delivery is as
important as the actual number of horses. Consequently, all elements of the induction system
work in a coordinated manner, maintaining the Ninja tradition of smooth power delivery. Weight
Curb: Ground Clearance 4. Come see the latest motorcycles, scooters, ATVs and
utility-vehicles; stop by, shop, and browse our great parts and acssories department! Shipping
Information Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Pursuing Perfection, Achieving
DominanceWhen you're competing on a world stage â€” and winning â€” you must be doing
something right. To stay on top, you have to keep learning and improving. Years of refinement
in this rarified atmosphere have elevated the ZXR to an unprecedented level of sophistication.
Racers and street riders alike discover their envelope of ability expands as they benefit from the
relentless focus of engineers intent on making it possible for riders to extract more from their
motorcycles. By making the ZXR better, riders have the opportunity to be their best. Seat Height
32 in. Come see the latest motorcycles, scooters, ATVs and utility-vehicles; stop by, shop, and
browse our great parts and accessories department! Model ZX This Dark candy red horsepower
Ninja ZX appeals to riders of all types. Its suspension tuning and an ergonomic layout provide a
smooth, comfortable and extremely competent ride on the highway or winding back roads! The
super responsive, horsepower four-cylinder engine up the sporty looks with real NINJA
performance! This fully serviced Kawasaki Ninja ZX will make an excellent purchase! We can
get you approved no matter your credit history! Call All Star Cycle Sales e in today! This
motorcycle is being sold with a salvage title. It starts, runs, and is being sold as-is. Damage
includes, but may not be limited to: Right turn signal damaged, right front upper scuffed,
subframe bent, tail fairing broken, Muzzy exhaust can bent and pipe broken, Corbin seat
damaged, windshield stained. We look over each unit to note damage and strive to give you the
most accurate description possible! Payson, AZ. Grants Pass, OR. Rocky Ford, CO. Greenwood,
IN. Ravenscroft, TN. Cheyenne, WY. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search.
Motorcycles for Sale Kawasaki Zx Year Make Kawasaki Model Ninja. Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. They've added an air tract on the nose of the fairing to
increase the ram-air effect. The airbox is nearly three litre bigger to take the extra wind. The
changes to the D-model begin with the frame. Which is now of welded stamped sheet alloy
rather than extruded box section. It's been redesigned with the intention of making it stronger.
This redesign has increased wheelbase by 15mm. The steering geometry is actually more
relaxed for high speed stability with rake going out half a degree to In contradiction, it actually
feels a little more willing to change direction, compared to the '92 model. The only thing I can
point to is the change in weight distribution achieved by a new, three-litre larger tank shape

which places the bulk of fuel under yer goolies, lowering the centre of gravity. Overall dry
weight is up 5kg. The disc brakes are 1cm larger at mm on the front. None generate as much
speed. When it was introduced in , the big ZX posted a top speed of miles per hour, making it
the fastest production motorcycle Cycle World had ever tested. Three years later, the newly
revised ZX is claimed to be even faster. At the bike's world press launch in Phoenix, Arizona,
our pre-production ZX registered an indicated top speed of miles per hour before we ran out of
road and had to shut down. Take off maybe 10 mph for speedometer error, but remember this
was at an altitude of about feet. Back down at sea level and with a long enough run, a true plus
mph is likely. Top speed aside, what really is amazing about this motorcycle is how hard it
accelerates in any gear, and at practically any rpm. Despite a claimed dry weight of pounds,
when the throttle is rolled on, the ZX lunges forward, its engine screaming towards its 11,rpm
redline. Our bike did exhibit a minor stumble if the throttle was whacked open below rpm, but
above that mark, the engine was very responsive. But this is not a motor that must hover near
redline to please its pilot. Rather, the liquid-cooled, dohc, inline-Four is quite happy spinning
easily at lower rpm, delivering smooth, nearly vibration-free power. This is most apparent
cruising around town, or at freeway speeds, where the engine is merely loafing along, though
rocketship performance is still just a tug on the twistgrip away. Two factors contribute to the
bike's impressive performance. Sleeker, more aerodynamic bodywork has been fitted-along
with new ducting, a taller, wider windscreen and a new fuel tank that increases fuel capacity by
nearly one gallon to a total of 6. Secondly, the bike has been equipped with Kawasaki's new
Twin Ram Air induction system. As with the previous single inlet design, the openings serve as
simple compressors, boosting airbox pressure and with it, power. As speeds increase, the
fuel-to-air ratio provided by the quartet of 40mm Keihin semi-downdraft carburetors leans out
slightly. To compensate, the float bowls are vented through a single breather line routed around
the airbox to the intake openings. This allows float-bowl pressure to rise in equal proportion to
airbox pressure, so that the appropriate amount of fuel can be administered. In simple terms,
the faster the bike goes, the more power its engine is able to produce. At normal cruising
speeds, though, there is little gain, other than the claim of improved throttle response.
Complementing the new intake system is an updated exhaust. The mufflers are now 30 percent
larger to increase exhaust flow. So as not to limit ground clearance, the leading edges of the
bigger canisters have been beveled. In addition, all production ZX-lls, including U. The only
other engine-related change involves the oi coo er, which has increased thermal capacity.
Otherwise, the rest of the transversely mounted, valve engine, with its gear-driven
counterbalancer and leftside cam drive, is unaltered. The over-square Claimed output is
horsepower, an increase of two horsepower from the previous version. But the ZX-U's engine is
not the bike's only attribute. Earlier models were considered terrific all-round performers, with
sporting-yet-comfort- ah e ergonomics and impressive handling characteristics. After spending
the better part of two days aboard the '93 ZX, we found it to exhibit the same qualities. The
sport-oriented riding position, dictated by its low-set handlebars, rearset footrests and deeply
sculptured one-piece seat, is plenty comfortable for sport-touring, yet feels right when attacking
in the twisties. Given a preference, we would like to see more padding in the seat, which can
wear a little thin towards the end of a long ride. Passenger accommodations are impressive,
with plenty of saddle area, a stylish handrail and reasonably located footrests. Instruments,
including a new fue gauge, a coo ant-tem- perature gauge and twin resettable tripmeters, are
easy to read. Adjustable hand levers, a lockable storage pocket located to the left of the cockpit,
and four retractable bungee-cord hooks add to rider convenience. Of even greater importance,
though, is the ZX 's new twin-beam frame. Fabricated from pressed-aluminum sheet, the main
frame spars are welded to a cast steering head and swingarm pivots, making it, according to
Kawasaki, not only stronger and more rigid than the old extruded-aluminum frame, but also 3.
Swingarm rigidity has also been improved, with a new, stronger alloy casting at the arm's
mounting point. In addition, the frame's steering geometry has been altered for improved
high-speed stability. Rake was increased one-half of a degree to Those modifications have also
affected the bike's wheelbase, which now measures These changes have resulted in
phenomenal stability, which is especially noticeable at high speeds. Surprisingly, though, the
new geometry has not hurt the bike's nimbleness. While a firm hand is required to initiate a turn,
most noticeably in a series of tight esses, the' bike meets its desired lean angle with impressive
ease, and requires little effort to remain firmly planted on its chosen line. Fitted to 3. Reportedly,
the compound is between that of a full-on race tire and a standard street Battlax. In
approximately miles of hard riding, the tires showed only minor wear, and offered excellent
traction in both dry and wet conditions. Braking has also been updated, thanks to new Besides
their increased size, the new rotors feature a revised hole pattern for greater swept area. We
found that repeated hard stops Trom speeds in excess of miles per hour will still cause the

brakes to fade, but once the fluid is allowed to cool, the system returns to its otherwise high
level of performance. At the rear is a single 9. Like the engine internals, the 11 's suspension
has been left unchanged The conventional 43mm KYB fork is adjustable for spring preload and
four-way rebound damping, as is the linkage-mounted KYB rear damper. We found both units to
be appropriately sprung and valved for fast sport-riding. Although the ride still feels a bit stiff
around town, even for those who weigh over hundred pounds. Now, the all-important question:
Is the new ZX We believe so. The incredible top-end rush, excellent chassis, improv
cadillac repair manuals
chevy 22l engine
91 chevy 1500 wiring diagram
ed fit and finish, and nicely done graphic-treatment make the new ZX even more of a
world-beater. In the process, Kawasaki has widened the bike's appeal, especially to those who
are searching for a premium all-around sportbike. Source Cycle World Home Manufacturer
Contact. Kawasaki ZZ-R Make Model. Four stroke, transverse four cylinder, DOHC, 4 valves per
cylinder. Bore x Stroke. Cooling System. Liquid cooled,. Compression Ratio. Firing Order.
Forced lubrication wet sump with cooler. Battery and coil transistorized. Spark Plug. Max
Power. Max Power Rear Tyre. Max Torque. Wet, multi disc. Final Drive. Gear Ratio. Pressed
aluminium perimeter. Front Suspension. Front Wheel Travel. Rear Suspension. Monoshock fully
adjustable. Rear Wheel Travel. Front Brakes. Rear Brakes. Single mm disc 1 piston caliper.
Front Wheel. Rear Wheel. Front Tyre. Rear Tyre. Minimum Turning Circle. Seat Height. Ground
Clearance. Dry Weight. Wet Weight. Fuel Capacity. Top Speed. Related Links. Road Test.
Motosprint

